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Installation:

The Mamori Expedition_2013
interactive sound installation

         
         Fig : set-up final wood sculpture Werktank

A first testbed of The Mamori Expedition was part of the exhibition Musik für Barbaren und Klassiker in Arts
Centre Netwerk.

The installation translates an expedition through the Brazilian Amazon forest. The wooden sculpture, filled
with water, replicates the recorded GPS track during the artist's travel. With the use of a specific tool (read:
underwater microphone) the viewer explores the forest and its sounds in a very tactile way.

In 2013 the final installation premiered during the Private Investigations exhibition in Beursschouwburg.
February 2013: Warande “Storm Op Komst”
August – October 2014: Sao Paulo “File Festival”

2015: Jury Selection, 18th Japan Media Arts Festival

Coproduction: Netwerk Aalst
With the support of the Flemish Community, Werktank and Q-O2

Video documentation: http://vimeo.com/68771239



 
          Fig : Mamori installation, underwater microphone, mobile listening set



                   Fig : Knack, january 2013



Soft Boundary_2013
sound installation with mini-print and magnifier
in assignement of Pieter Van Bogaert, “Blijven Kijken / Ce Qui Nous Regarde / Dropouts”, M-Museum



Skywalker_2011
sound installation with zeppelin, helium and binaural mic

The Skywalker listens to the sounds floating high above us. He is a little blimp filled with helium, equipped
with two ears with whom you can go for a walk and experience a vertical sonic landscape. As you walk with
the Skywalker you can hear the ground ambience from a higher perspective. It simultaneously creates an
alienated feeling as well as a richer sensory experience.



              Fig: Skywalker in action

With the support of Timelab, Summercamp 2011



Artistiek Onderzoek

Vibrant Matter_2014-2015

Vibrant Matter is an artistic research supported by the Flemish Community Commission Brussels.

     Fig : sketch material

1. Starting point:

The work of Els Viaene always starts from a sound. A sound she extracts from a landscape. Those sounds or
'field recordings' are afterwards processed into a composition, a live performance or an installation. The
sounds evoke images, they draw landscapes, they transform a space. The sounds get loose from their
original source and are placed in a new artificial context. Their image dissapears.

During her research Els wil investigate how to reconnect her sounds to an image. An image extracted from a
landsape. After which a new landscape derives from that image. A shape that is the sum of an image and a
sound. A language where the sound sculpts the image into a new form and vice versa.



2. Method:

The images she is referring to can com from on the one hand simple materials or transformation processes
of different matter on the other. What combinations are possible between a sound, a material, an object, a
natural transformation process?

Therefore she researches following paths:
- What transformation processes in matter can we generate? What sounds can we destillate from this
process or the other way around, how can sound transform certain matter, influence such a process?

- Materialisations of sounds. A research into the sound quality of different materials without disconnecting the
sound from the material.

Through this research Els wants to redefine and expand her sound language, starting from a material,
matter, a transformation process.

3. Partners:

National:
- Netwerk 
- Werktank
- Overtoon
- Q-O2

International:
- Lydgalleriet (Noorway)
- Skaftfell (Iceland)
- Moks (Estonia)



Performance:

Le Temps Immobile_2012

             Fig : set-up Netwerk

A landscape in sound is drawn in the space. Only one loudspeaker is visible. Each sound comes from
somewhere and nowhere, the drift in the space just like the spectator. Each step he makes, creates a
different perception of the space. Sounds pile up. As time evolves, one big sound body is generated. The
listener is not in the same space anymore.



Airstream_2011

                    Fig : Live performance, Wastelands Tallinn

Airstream is an open-air sound performance which aims at creating an aural layer to the visual components
of its surroundings. The sounds produced are a combination of on location recordings and digital processed
sounds, mixed in real time. A live soundtrack is created without imitating nor purely opposing to the scenery
– a symbiosis of the amplified and the natural sounds.

The performance took place for the first time in the urban wastelands of Tallinn. A quadrophonic set-up was
installed next to the sea and close to the old prison Patarei. The aural landscape of this place was marked by
the horns of the cruiseships leaving once up to twice a day, constant deep drones of boat engines, seagulls
in the distance, water washing ashore and an almost every day presence of the wind. 

People took place in the inner circle of the soundfield, immersed by the amplified and natural sounds in
combination with a very present and strong visual scenery.

This concept was developped for Tuned City 2011, Sonic Landmarks, part of the official program European
Cultural Capital Tallinn 2011.



Follow Me Inside Out_2011

                             Fig : Spor Festival (DK), Els Viaene and Claire Goldfarb

The piece Follow me inside out constructs its musical language out of one instrument, the cello. I recorded
the building process of a cello and used these sounds to create a composition that combines the music of
the cello with the wood sounds that were made in creating the cello. Using both the 'inner' and 'outer' sounds
of a cello and in dialogue with the cello player Claire Goldfarb we created friction and a merging of both
musical languages into a piece that turns the body of a cello inside out.

An assignment for Spor Festival (DK), 2011



Courent d'Air_2010

            Fig : scheme set-up

During a residency at Q-O2 in collaboration with François Martig, we were interested in exploring further how
to install and perform sound in space without ignoring the visual presence of that space. We made a slot in
the wall through which people could observe an empty landscape. A void in space and time while aural
landscapes unfolded themself very slowly. In looking through the slot one could feel a slight breeze.

By the use of transducers attached to the thin wooden wall sounds seemed to come from everywhere and
nowhere while at the same time you could feel their vibrations through the wall.

Afterwards a concert was performed within the installation. Also here the aspect of time was important. The
concert took place during the transition from day to evening. As the darkness fell in sounds shifted from the
installation wall to the rest of the space. By placing the loudspeakers in the spaces surrounding the
performance space the public felt completely immersed in an 'unvisible' landscape of sounds.

Video documentatie: http://vimeo.com/32905617


